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Samsung Transforms Cooling Experience
with New 360 Cassette’s Circular Design
Groundbreaking bladeless circular design allows seamless even cooling, increases cooling
speed for exceptional performance, and minimizes air volume loss by 25 percent
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia – February 1, 2016 – Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., today announced the
launch of the new 360 Cassette air conditioning unit with an omnidirectional airflow discharge, which
eradicates cold air draft and increases cooling speed for a premium cooling experience. The
groundbreaking bladeless circular design allows for even cooling with minimal loss in air flow, setting a new
standard for multi-directional Cassette units.
Unlike previous Samsung conventional 4-way cassette units, the cutting-edge design of the bladeless 360
Cassette delivers a zero angle airflow, which helps minimize airflow reduction by 25 percent*. With a
temperature deviation of less than 0.6°C across an area spanning a diameter of 9.3m*, the new 360
Cassette from Samsung provides increased power efficiency without producing a cold draft, thereby
delivering optimal cooling performance.
Innovative Design Transforms Air Flow
Samsung’s circular air wave consistently controls the temperature of the room by providing an even
distribution of air in a full 360 direction. Bladeless flow control ensures fast and comfortable cooling without
the cold draft by ensuring 100 percent of air volume compared to Samsung 4-way Cassette units, which
can lose up to 25 percent of air volume*. The cooling speed of the 360 Cassette is increased by 34 percent
compared to Samsung conventional 4-way Cassette units.
Unique Stylish Design
The 360 Cassette combines revolutionary performance with an elegant design which will blend in and
enhance any setting. The unit features a stylish panel and an intuitive display that allows users to change
the air flow depending on preference. Users can choose from three settings including horizontal, vertical,
and separate zone control air flow.
Simple Installation
Easy to install, the air conditioner can also be fitted within the ceiling or exposed, offering ultimate flexibility
to suit the style of any room.
Advanced Features
Users have the option of a wheel dial remote controller with a dedicated button for comfort cooling. The
Samsung Virus doctor kit can also be added to reduce dust, airborne contaminants, allergens, bacteria and
viruses.
About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and
technologies that redefine the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, cameras, digital
appliances, printers, medical equipment, network systems, and semiconductor and LED solutions. We are

also leading in the Internet of Things space with the open platform SmartThings, our broad range of smart
devices, and through proactive cross-industry collaboration. We employ 319,000 people across 84
countries with annual sales of US $196 billion. To discover more, and for the latest news, feature articles
and press material, please visit the Samsung Newsroom at news.samsung.com.
*Based on Samsung internal testing compared with Samsung conventional models, results may vary.
All functionality, features, specifications and other product information provided in this document including,
but not limited to, the benefits, design, pricing, components, performance, availability, and capabilities of
the product are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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